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iNTRODUCTION

Pursuant to a bilateral agreement
signed in
The agreement between the US and USSR on
1988, both US and USSR are cumently in the
Cooperation
in
Transportation
Science
and
process of examining
integrated
use of GPS and
Technology
[1] provides for, among other thtigs,
GLONASS for sole-means civil aviation navigation.
cooperation
in studying
how the civil aviation
~ls paper presents results from the initial phase of
community
may take full advantage
of the civil
a program underway at MIT Lincoln LaboratoW to
capabilities
of their navigation
satellite
systems,
suppo~ this effort.
Specifically, we present results
GPS md GLONASS, respectively.
Impetus for this
on satellite
coverage
and quality
of the range
comes
from the rwognition
that satellite-based
civil
The
air navigation
offers a great promise Of economy
measurements
from GPS and GLONASS.
coverage results highlight the extent to which each
and safety, and that each system alone falls shon of
provi~g
a :--+ meetfng
system
alone
falls
short
of
the
requirements
as
a sole-means
The nature of the proposed
self-contained
system
integrity
cbcck.
In
navigation
device.
integrated
USC, however,
there
are
enough
cooperation
under the Agreement has been further
redundant
measurements
to
make
receiver
delineatedin
discussions
between the US Federal
autonomous
integrity monitoring
(RAIM) practical.
Aviation
Administration
(FAA)
and tbe USSR
Minist,y
of Civil Aviation
[2], and focuses ..on:
The data quality results ae based on statistical
analysis of the range measurements
from GPS, at
characterization
of signals in space, resolution of the
vtious
levels of selective availability,
collected
compatibility
issues,
independent
development
of
over extended
periods.
intcgratd
GPS-GLONASS
rweivers, md assessment
We present
empirical
, cumulative distribution
function of the range enor,
of their
pefiomance
vis-i-vis the requkements
of
and RMS value of its component, deftied as the
sole-means navigation [3]. PC find objwtive is to
range
error,
relevant
to position
‘effective’
provide a basis for development of user equipment
estimation.
These results are used to project the
standards
for
the
integrated
receiver.
An
position
estimation
accuracy
achievable
globally
FAA-sponsored
program
is underway
at MIT
This
Lincoln Laboratory
to support this effort.
wi* GpS. when owrational.
Compmable results for
GLONASS me being developed;
paper outlines the status, and plms of this program,
and presents
modeling
and dam analysis
results
The
coverage
and
data
quality
fesults
from its initial phase.
together provide a basis for development
of the
navigation and RAIM algorithms for the integrated
viewpoint
there
are two
From
a users’
use. This will be addressed in the next phase of the
important questions regarding the petiomance
of a
How accurately
can
aatellitc navigation
system:
The important
considerations
in the
program.
one
eatimata
a position
in general,
and,
design of these algorithms, including the ‘differences
given
a aet
of Measurements,
how
much
in the reference
systems
for space and time
confidence
can
one
have
in tbe
estimate
employed by the two systems, Me briefly reviewed.
obtained
from
them?
The ftist is relatOd to fie
concept
of system
availability,
defined
as the
percentage
of the times the system provides
a
position fix to an accuracy required by the user.
Given the operational
constellation
(i.e., satellites
and their orbits) and the quality of ranging signals
(say, distribution
of the rmge measurement
emor),
the user can determine a priori
when the system
may be usable for a specific purpose and when it
may not be, depending
upon the number
of
satellites visible and their geometiy [4].
We focus
on
these
issues
global
and
consider
characterizations
of tbe accuracy
achievable
with
GPS and GLONASS, when operational.
The second
This work was sponsored by the Federal Aviation
question
above deals with the users’ ability
to
,affirm
that a
Administration.

pOSitjOn
fix c~~p”t~df~~~the
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accuracy
indeed
meets . the
,’ measurements
requirements.
Basically the idea is to guard against
anomalous meas”rcmenm, a vital necessity for civil
aviation navigation.
Two distinct approaches have
been proposed for monitoring
the integrity of a
aateIIite navigation
systcm.
The first relies on
monitoring
of the satellite
signals
at ground
fmilities,
which broadcast a ,wa7ning to tbe users
when an anomalous
situation
is detected.
The
second
approach,
called
receiveT
autonomous
integrity
monitoring
(RAIM),
is based on the
premise
that
enough
redundant
satellite
measurements
we available for a consistency check
among
them
to verify
the quality
of the
measurements,
and
nf the resulling
position
estimate.
W]th the doubling of the number of
satellites
available
for
measurements
in the
combined constellation,
we expect that the premise
of RAIM would to be satisfied.
Here we consider
RAIM and its requirements
only in general terms,
and show it m k practical.
navigation
performance
In broad
terms,
achievable in integrated use of GPS and GLONASS,
G+G in our nmmimt, would depend upon the two
satellite constellations
and their coverage, quality of
their ranging signals, and the operational
control
policies. Given the GPS and GLONASS constellations,
coverage
analysis
with
computer
models
is
straightforward.
The quality of ranging signals is
best assessed empirically, but that” is not a problem
either.
The structure of the GLONASS and GPS
signals is now well documented [5,6], and there is
no
basic difficulty
in designing
GLONASS
and
inkgratd
GPS-GLONASS receivers [7]. Also, there
me enough sstelfiles on orbit (eight of GLONASS,
and 14 of GPS, at this writing) to permit methodical
data collection and analysis.
The third item on our
list, operational conmol policies for the two systems,
however, has a number of unknowns at this time.
Policies
on syslem health monitoring
and user
notification,
and
on replenishment
of faiIed
satellites clearly have vital implications for system
availability
and
for
integrity
monitoring.
Apparently
these
policies
are currently
under
formulation for both systems.
We should also note
here that the requirenlents
to be met by a
sole-means global civil navigation system have also
not been fully defined yet [8]. It is recognized that
these criteria require a basic reexamination,
and
cannot simply be exuapolated
from the experience
with D~/VOR
ad other ‘loca~ scnsnrs.
For our
immediate
purposes,
we shall only draw upon
a supplemental
navigation device
simple criteria:
must reliably detect its failure m pyovide position
estimates with the required accuracy; a sole-means
device must, in addition, be able m ruover.
Results on coverage provided by GPS, and by
GPS and GLONASS together, xe presented in S~tion
11.
Unccrlainties
about
the requirements
and
opermional control policies notwithstanding,
we can
draw some useful conclusions based on the known
necessary conditions ‘for adequacy of a constellalimt
to provide a sole-means navigation service.
Data
analysis
results
on signal
quality
based
on

measurements
from GPS ale given in Section 111.,,
The coverage
and signal
quality
results
are
combined
in Section
IV to give
a global
chwacterization
of the position emor obtained with
These modeling
and
GPS, when operational.
analysis
results
mark the first phase
of our
program,
and constitute
tbe main contribution
of
this paper.
Compmable results on data quality and
position
estimation
accuracy
for GLONASS
are
These results
would
currenlly
in the works.
prepare
the necessary
groundwork
for the next
Development
and test of navigation
and
phase:
RAIM ~gori’ihms for the integrated use of GPS and
GLONASS.
The isauea relevant to such integration,
and the proposed
approaches
currently
under
study,
are
discussed
briefly
in Section
V.
Specifically,
we consider
how best to combine
measurements
from the two autonomous
systems
for navigation
and integrity monitoring,
given the
differences in their reference systems for space md
“Ocq”a]
quality
of
their
iime,
and
the
measurements.

-

A ground-based
test bed consisting
of GPS,
GLONASS, and G+G receivers is being implemented
at &incoln Laboratory
for extensive data collection
aid analysis.
This tesi bed will be used for
development
and evaluation
of navigation
and
RAIM algorithms.
The selected algorithms will then
be implemented in a real-time systcm to be usd in
airborne
demonstrations,
with a G+G receiver
driving the standard pilot displays, and providing
The performance
the system
integrity
check.
analysis results will form a basis for development
..
of user equipment standads.
IL

GPSand

GLONASS

COVERAGE

We present
an analysis
of the coverage
provided by the proposed operational constellations
of GPS md GLONASS, and assess the implications for
The coverage
system availability
and integrity.
information
is given in terms of probability that a
user will encountes
a certain
scenario,
obtained
from analysis of the situations for a rmdom smple
of tie users. For both GPS and GLONASS, ou min
imerest is in the coverage provided by a nominal
21-smellite
constellation,
which, %cording
to the
current
view,
each
aysmm
would
attempt
to
maintiin.
So in each tial we selwt randomly:
the
user lxalion
on the globe, time in a 24-how period,
and 21 satellites
oot of the full 24-satellite
O~ratiOnal cOnstcllatiOn [g, 101. We give an overall
view of the number of satellites visible, and” their
geomewy, the latter characterized,
aS
is
US”d,
i“
of dilution of precision (DOP) experienced by
terms
the user [4].
Only the satellites
above 7.5” in
elevation =e counted aa visible to the user, md the
DOPS mo cdcukrtti
using all satellites visible.
Our
main interes[ is in the Uils of these distributions:
How often does the number of satellites visible fall
below a certain number, or, DOP exceed a cettain
number?

from

AS is well
a snapshot

known, a complete 3-D solution
of measurements
requires that a

.
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minimum of four *attlfites b in view.
A typical
.1 implementation
of RAIM consists of .-taking each
measurement
in
turn
and
checking
it
for
consistency
against the position estimate obtained
with the remaining measurements.
lt is easy to see
that RAIM would require
a minimum
of five
satellites to detect that one of the measurements is
anomalous,
and six to identify
the anomalous
measurement.
These,
of course,
are only the
necessary
conditions.
SatisCactOry
position
estimation
and integrity
monitoring
require
that
the
satellites
be
well
distributed
spatially.
Detection
of an anomalous
measurement
requires
that each subset of N-1 of the N ,visible satellites,
N 25, have a goo6 enough gcomet~
to permit a
reasonable
position
estimation.
Similarly,
identification
of ‘an anomalous
measurement
requires that each subset of N-2 satellites, N> 6,
provide a good position estimate.
The success of a
RAIM scheme is thus seen to depend viully on the
quality of the position estimates obtained with the
subsets of the measurements.
With N satellites
visible, we may think of failure detection as being
limited by the largest of the values of position
dilution of precision (PDOP) obtained with subsets
“
of N-1, and use it as a rough mcasurefif
the ,*;
viability of the approach.
We compute tbe ‘“val”e of
this measure, and refer to it as PDOP for failure
Detect).
detection,
or PDOP( Fail
A similar
measure of success in failure isolation would be lh=
Ingest of PDOPS from’ the subsets of N-2 satellites.
We refer to this as PDOP for failure identification, or
PDOP(Fail
Ident).
The results on GPS coverage ae given in
Figure 1. Figure l(a) is a histogram of the number
of satellites
visible: Figure l(b) gives cumulative
distribution
functions (cdfs) of horizontal dilution
Of precision (HDOP), vertical dilution of. precision
(VDOP), ad PDOP; and Fig”re l(c) shows cdfs of
PDOP(Fail
Detect)
and PDOP(Fail
Ident),
our
measures of viablfity of RAIM.
Figure l(a) shows
that fewer than four satellites we visible in 0.2% of
tbe trials,
below the minimum
necessary
for
POSitiOn estimation.
Fewer than five (six) satellites
6re visible in 2.3% (14.0%) of the cases, below the
minimum necessary for detection (identification)
of
a failure.
Clearly, GPS alone does not meet the
necessary
conditions
for sole.means
navigation
device.
Additional insight into position estimation
may be had from the cdfs of HOOP, VDOP. and
PDOP, given in Figure l(b).
These show tbatin
a
random sample of GPS users, 19. will experience
HOOP (VDOP) i“ excess Of 3.5 (7.0), The statements
on Salellite geomeuies,
or DOPS. can be tiansiated
into the corresponding
statements
tin position
estimation cmor as follows [4]:
RMS Position Emor = RMS Range Emor i DOP.
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Figure 1. Global coverage due to tbe
Z1-satellite GPS constellation (Elevation’
mask:
7.5”)
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.So, if the RMS range ‘measureme”I emor with GPS
were to be 39 m (see Swtion 111), tbe RMS emor in
the horizontal fvenical) position estimates for 1% of
the users would exceed 137 (273) m.
Stated
differently,
lhe horizontal
emor in the position
estimates of the users with HDOP23 .5, and these are
1% of dl users, has an RMS value in excess of 137
m. Similarly for the ve,tical cmor. A~t”ally, both
.thcse
statements
are meaningless
without
an
understanding
of the nature of averaging required.
AS we shall see in the next section, with GPS the
averaging would have to be ctied
out over a long
term,
making
this
characterization
even
less
informative
to a user than it might first appear.
More informative
characterizations
of the position
eflor with GPS ue discussed in Section III.
Figure l(c) shows for GPS the distribution of
PDOP(Fail
Detect)
and PDOP(Fail
Ident),
the
measures of viability of RAIM, along with the PDOP
for all satellites in view. It is cleu that GPS falls
far abort of meeting
the integrity
monitoring
requirements:
PDOP(Fail Detect), the largest PDOP
encountered
in failure detection
process, exceeds
five in 2070 of the cases, and exceeds 10 in 7% of the
cases.
The situation for failure identification
ia
worse
yet.
The
coverage
results
and
the
conclusions fm GLONASS uc similu.
Figure 2 gives the coverage results for GPS
and GLONASS tsken together. The results ae for a
2x2 1 constellation:
GPS and GLONASS
each
contributing
21 satellites,
selected at random in
each trial out of the full constellation of 24. The
results
are relatively
insensitive
to the relative
phasing of the two systems, and indeed to the loss
of one. or two satellites.
Again, Figure 2(a) gives a
histogram of the number of satellites visible from
the combined constellations.
Flgurc 2(b). gives the
cdfs of the corresponding
DOPS, and Figure 2(cj
characterizes
tbo distribution
of our measures of
viabihty of RAIM.
~he dotbling of the satellites
produces a clear change
the number of satellites
visible invariably exceeds seven, with PDOP klow
2,5.
Detection
and identification
of anomalous
Tbe
also
appear
practical:
measurements
probability
that
all
PDOP’S
encountered
in
the failure
detection
or isolation
step be less
And that is the principal
than 10 is 99.99%!
payoff from integrated usc of GPS -d GLONASS.
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We have been collecting GPS and GLONASS
ttte&SttremenlS
from a site at Lincoln Laboratory
whose location is known precisely in the WOS-84
coordinate frame.
A commercial receiver is used
for
the
GPS
measurements;
the
GLONASS
measurements
UC tcken with a receiver built for
this project by Magnavox under a subconuact
[7].
The measurements
from
each system consist of
pscudtrranges
and deltaranges
at L1 frequency
from il satellites in view. Data analysis results on
the quality of the GPS signals ~esented below ae
based on “earl~continuous
measurements
over a
two-month
period during June-August, 1990.
The
GLONASS measurements
are yet to be analyzed
fully.

URA = 32, but present some results for URA <8 for
mmptison.
The latter results will also be a basis
for msessment of the results from GLONASS.
AS a
shonhand,
we shall use SA1 (SA On) to denote
presmtcc of the nominal-level SA (URA = 32); SA 0
(SA OfO would denote the absence of SA (URAS8).
approaches
to
our
Wc
follow
tw 0
chmacterization
of the rmge enor.
The first entails
estimation of tbe emor in each range measurement
dirwtly, as describd
below.
These enors me then
characterized .in terms of their empirical cumulative
distribution
functions.
The second approach
is
indirect, md consists of estimation of the ~S
value
of only tit
component of range emor whlcb enters
in position estimation.
This appromh, as we shall
see,
effectively
deweigbts
any
common
or
correlated
error
among
the
components
measurements,
and provides
a particularly
useful.
statistic for position estimation e~or.

Our
focus
is
on
the
overall
range
measurement
emo~
there
is no attempt
at
breakdown of this enm into its cmtstituenls, or at
In the first approach
to characterization
of
phenomenological
understanding.
The
data
the range measurement emor, we estimate it as the
C@t]ection covers IOng enough a period m allow all
difference
between
the computed
range between
error
sources
a ‘fair
;epre;entation
in tbe
the satellite
and the receiver
antenna,
and the
measurements.
The corrections
applied
to the
correcled
for the receiver
pseudoranges Ue as described in GPS ICD ~ for a ,..s measy red pseudoran8c
cIock bias.
Tbe computed range is based on the
one-frequency
receiver.
Tbc corrections
to the
satellite
position
as given
in the ephemeris
GLONASS measurements
are similar, and include
message, and the known antenna position.
In the.
the Mnefii of the GPS ionospheric model. Elevation
absence of a more stable frequency standvd,
the
mask angle of 7.5° is used throughout
in data
cl=k bias conecrion is based on a quadratic model:
collection and analysis.
Our aim is to characterize
tbe receiver clock bias relative to the system time
the emors in measurements,
and the resultant emor
is m~eled
as a quadratic function of time. In GPS
in position estimates, at a level consistent with the
measurements,
the parameters
are estimated
for
requirements of civil aviation.
each observation
period with a minimum of three
Block
I satellites
in view.
In GLONASS
As is well known, GPS Block II satellites have
measurements,
estimates
are obtained
from’ a
a provision for puqoseful
degradation of the signal
via a feature called selective availability
(SA)151.
subset of the satellites in view.
In each case, we
ttie advantage of the known antenna location, and
Apparently,
GLONASS
has., no such feature, and
fit a quadratic
function
to the measurements
there is no plan to intioduce it [6]. Our knowldge
of SA is limited to -the description in GPS lCD,
tYP1callY O~er hour-long
periods to estimate
the
clock behavmr.
Tbe fit was found to be good in
according to which the level of such degradation is
both cases:
The RMS_ residuals =C tWicdly
under
ch~actcrized. by value of the puameter User .Ra”ge
Accuracy (URA), cmied in tbe ephemeris message.
5 m.
Removing the rweiver
clock bias from the
This parameter is defined to mean that the range
pseudorange
measurements
gives us the measured
accuracy is ‘no btter than VRA meters’.
Our GPS
ranges.
The range measurement
error is then
estimated
as the difference
between the measured
data collection period substantially coincided with a
md che computed rmgcs.
test period for SA, and we collected measurements
We have computd
the
range mmr for the Blink 11 salelhtes of OPS with
with URA ranging from two to 64.
The Block I
different vducs of URA.
satellites, without provision for SA, typically have
URA s 4. The typical URA setting for the Block 11
satellites,
within or outside the test period, is 32.
The results
on distribution
of the range
This
appears
cotisis tent
with
the
measurement
emor for GPS ~e given in Figures 3
stated
performance
specification
of 100 m (2 drms)
and
4.
The
sampling
interval
for
these
position c~or with GPS [3], sad led us to conclude
measurements
is three minutes.
The cdf for
that URA = 32 comesponds m the ‘nomini~ SA level.
OPS(SAO), obtained from tbc range measurements
There are fewer measurements
available at other
over several weeks from Block 11 satellites
with
URA levels (between 8 and 32, and at 64).
The
URA S 8 is shown in Figure 3; it is substantially
measurements
with URA
8 appear
to be
Gaussian
with mean of -1.1 m and standard
substantially of the same quality as those with URA
deviation of 4.7 m.
The negative bias appmently
s 4, and this led us to conclude that URA<8
reflects the model emor in the amosphcric
delay
comesponds to absence of SA. URA = 64 appmenily
mOdcls fOr our data se!. These emor measurements
comespmrds 10 a Mgher SA level,
but nol enough
are comclatcd across satcl]jtcs.
Figure 4 shows the
measurements
distribution
of the range emor for GPS(SA1). for
were
available
for
a proper
meaSUTeMefltS collected over diffc,cnt
ch=ac:erization.
Given the stated DoD policy on SA,
petiods from
we focus mai”]y on the measurements
taken with
Block 11 smelhtes with URA = 32. Figure 4(a) shows
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the cdfs
day-long

of the
period

meai”rcments
from

three

collected
over a
of the
satellites

‘(three-minu~e samples collected over three to eight
hours of observations).
The three cdfs appear
quite dissimila~
the measurements from two of the
satellites appear to be uniformly distributed over a
90 m range, entirely positive in one case, and
almost entirely negative in the other.
The two
sample means we 90 m apart.
Clearly, the time
constants
(or,
autocorrelation
times)
of the
underlying
random processes
for SA 1 are large.
While the resulls
of a comprehensive
spectral
analysis are awaited, it appems that the range emor
consists of a random process with a comelarion time
of about two to three minutes superimposed
over
and
another
with
a much
larger
varianco
correlation
time of several
hours,
or longer.
Obviously samples of range emor are required over
a time ~riod much longer thm a day.
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Distribution of the range emor for
GPS(SAO).

The
cd~s
of
the : range
error
from
measurements
taken over a week begin to show
similarities, as seen in Figure 4(b): the distributions
of measurements
from the same three satel]itc~ as
in Figure 4(a) have stand~d deviations in the range
35 to 42 m.
These cdfs were computed using
three-minute samples collected over 15 to 40 hours
of obsewations.
There is no appa$m comelation in
the
measurement
errors
from
the
different
satellites.
Apparently
SA.introduced
error
is
uncomelated among the satelhtcs, and at SAI level
the
other
error
sources.
it also
dominates
Figure 4(c) gives the cdf of the range emor for SA 1
from measurements
taken from multiple satellites
over several weeks.
The distribution is essentially
Gaussian with zero mean and a standard deviation
of 39.4 m. This is our basic data model for range
measurement emor from GPS(SA1).
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:’”; Figures
4(a) “and 4(b) loge; er highlight
important
issues
av4rage
related
to
lhc
For
performance
in navigation
with GPS(SA1).
example, the present DoD policy provides for the
average ~rfommce
itr terms of accuracy of 100 m
(2 dins) or better horizontally md 156 m (2 sigma)
vertically
[3].
However,
given
such
large
correlation
times,
questions
arise:
(1) over
how long a time interval
must the averaging
be done?
and
(ii) what
does
the average
performance
mean
to a civil
aviation
user?
The answers appmr to be (i) a week, or more, and
(ii) not much.
A user cannot expwt to average out
the error
by taking
measurements
over
any
realistic time interval.
If a measurement (or the
comesponding
estimate) is poor, it may stay poor
for hours.
In the secund
approach
to the
characterization
of range emor, we I&e an indirect
route, and examine the enor in position esiimates
. obtained with different subconslell ations of GPS (or,
GLONASS).
Spwifically, we Iook for a relationship
between
the position
estimation
emors and Ihe
ctrmcsponding
values of DOP, and estimate
tbe
multiplier
c in the well-known and bandy &ation
.. ,
[4]:
RbdS Position Emor = c

DOP.

The equation above is derived for a linear
system under idedized chcumstances:
Emora in the
measurements
arc zero-mean,
independent,
and
identically disuibuted.
If this were ne of position
estimation
with
pseudorange
measurements,
a
would just be the atmdad
deviation of the range
measurement
error, ‘which we have computed
previously.
But we know
that
the above
assumptions do not hold uue atiicdy.
Consider, for
example, the ewor in the range measurements
due
to the atmospheric
propagation
delay.
This cnor
dcpcnda upon the elevation angle of the satellite,
and, therefore, ia not identically distributed. - Any
model-based
comections will still have some cmor
left, and this urtcompcnsated
mdeling
emor would
be expected to be substantially
comelated among
the measurements from the aatelliiea in view,
Our
model for measurement
ia such that any common
m comelated emors among them ~e less h-ful
insofw as they sre attibuted to, or absorbed in, she
receiver clock bias.
So, the question is: Does tbe
above relationship.
hold for some value of a ,
which
we may
call
the
‘effective!
range
error?
The mawer, as we shall aw, is ym.
We consider
position
estimation
based on
GPS(SAO) and GPS(SAI) satellites aepaatcly.
For
each, we extract from our measurement . the casea
where four or more satellites were visible,
mtiing
position estimation possible.,
For each such sample
.we compute the Yal”e Of PDOP for the constellation,
the position
estimate,
a“d the associated
radial
emor. The sampling internal is three minutes.
~e
results are show” in the position emor vs. PDOP
scatter plots in F1gures 5(a) ~d 6(a). The range of
the observed pDOp “aI”ea
reflects a limitation
.

The lowest
imposed by the cument constellation:
PDOP obsewed in measurements with GPS(SA1) is
four hcmuse” out of the 13 GPS satellite
on orbit
during moat of nur dau collection Psriti only seven
were Block 11 and capable of SA, and appaently
this is the best geomotry they can muster.
The
range of PDOP obtained with GPS(SAO) reaches
below two kause
SA was off during several weeks
of data collection md all satellitca had URA S 8,
But both
creating
very favorable
geometries.
scatter plots are seen to have ‘holes’ reflecting
inadequacy of the sample size. With da~ collection
continuing,
this deficiency
would be comected in
time.
The estimates
derived, therefore,
cre only
prelimin~.
Our main propose in presenting these
is tO g*k
sOme qualitative ttrgyments.
. .
In order to estimate the effwtive rmge emor
(a) from the acatwr plow of Figures 5(a) md 6(a),
we need RMS values of the position
emor for
measurements
grouped
by their
PDOP
values. ”
These =
shown for SAO in Figure 5(b), ad for
SA1 in Figure 6(b).
The slope of she suaigbt line
through
tbe
origin
and fitted
through
these
computd
values gives our estimate of a. We have
attempted to group the measurements
by PDOP so
as, t@ have roughly the same number in each group.
But the paucity of data, especi~ly at higher
PDOP
values (say, 10-15) is troublesome,
and we may
consider fitting a Une over a subset of the points
The preliminary estimates of effective range
only.
emors for SAO and SA1 me 3.3 m and 39.0
m,
It was expected
that due to the
respectively:
the
measurements
across
comelations
among
satellite,
the effective
range
error
would
be
smllcr rhm tiat shon
in Figures 3 md 4(c). fila
is seen to be mue for SAO, where tbe effective
range emor is 3.3 m, versus 4.7 m range emor
This suggests that in SAO the
smndard deviation.
uncomelated
and the comelated
emor cttmpmtcnts
ae roughly the sme size. That, however, is CICUIY
trot me of SA1, as waa to h expected.
As noted
emlier, it appears that the uccomelated ..emor due
to SA ovewhelms
the other enor components,
and
effective rage emor is roughly qual to range emor
of 39,4 m.
The quation
given above is typically ~scd in
given tbe DOP value
the following
contexc
comesponding
to a subconstellation
visible,
how
much cmor dght
there be in position estimation?
The quation
gives the RMS vduc of position emor,
which, tftougb useful, is an incomplete aswcr.
A
user would dso like to know
(i) How
much
variability
might
there
be in the
position
error
for the given DOP, and (ii) how much
averaging
is required
to reach
the
RMS
value?
The scatter plots in Figwea 5(a) md 6(a)
provide a basis for answering the first question.
Again, we group the measurements
by PDOP as
before, md for each group compute the mean and
standard
deviation
of the position
emor.’
This
ch~acterization
of the position emor via mean and
standmd deviation
is much more informative
than
RMS value done.
Theac we plotted h Figures 5(c)
and 6(c) for the meas”rementa available tO us now.
Tbe reservatio”a
about tie small sample size apply
here
also.
Tbe sscond
question
above
was
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, ~wered
earlier, and the’ a“SWCr is:
~eek$.
ThiS
fact, clearly, needs to be taken into account io any
‘-

navigation or imegrity rtro”itoring scheme.
There
me gaps in Figure 6(c) conesponding
to the DOP
values
not
reali.zablc
witH tbc current
GPS
Constellation.
Wc attempt to fill in lhese gaps in the
next section for a more complete picture.

Iv.

POSITION

ACCURACY

WITH

GPS

AND

Figure 7(a), the horizontal emor in our simulation
turns out to be below 100 m in,abo”t
96% of the
cases.
~e vertical emor, however, is found to h
larger
than that specified
for SPS:
standard
deviation of 98.5 m, ad 95% point at 180 m. II is
intcrcsti”g
to “otc that tbo median
horizontal
(vertical) position emor is 35 (50) m: 99%
point
for the horizontal
(vertical)
position
error
is
160 (320) m.

GLONASS

The main questions of interest to us tie
(i)
What am the dis~ibutions of position emor’ for GPS
(SA1) and GLONASS on a global Icvel?
(ii) How
should we combine
measurements
from the two
autonomous
systems for position
estimation
and
integrity
monitoring?
and (iii)
What
is the
performance acbievablo in an iote~,ated use?
wc
we now in a position to .mswcr ihc first question
for GPS(SA1), giveo’ she rcstrfts of our analysis of
coverage
and data quality.
It is important,
however,, to keep in mind dIat this analysis is based
on Ore premise that SA is a stationwy process, and
that our characterization
of it as described
in
Section 111 continues
io hold.
The comparable
lCSults for GLONASS must wait for char8c~ati0”
Of its data quality.
Brief discussions
of issues
relevant to the otbcr two questions me dcfcmed to
she next section.
Wc can extend the global coverage analysis
simulation described in Section H by incorporating
tbe empirical
results
on the quality
of the
measurements,
and computing
the distribution
of
position
estimation
emor.
With
SAI,
lhc
measurements
across the satellites arc substantially
uncomelated,
making
such analysis
particularly
easy.
Our model
for tbe range
error
is:
independent
(across
satellites),
identically-distributed
Gaussian
with zeIo mean
md standard devialion of 39 m. A similw analysis
for GPS(SAO), however,
would require
that the
comelations among lhe measurements
be ttien into
account.
A simpler
alternative
is to use the
characterization
via the effcctivk
range
error:
independent,
Gaussian
with
zero
mean
and
standmd deviation of 3.3 m.
As in coverage analysis, wc take a random
sample
of the user locations
and times,
and
dctcrminc
for each the number and positions
of
satellites
viaiblc
(elcvation>7.5°)
from
a
randoml~ drawn aubcO”st~llatio”
of 2] out of 24
.aatcllites
of GPS,
The computed
ranges to tbe
aatcllitcs
are corrupted
by the error model to
generate
the measured
ranges,
and the position
estimates
and the corresponding
position
Crror
calctdatcd.
The cdfs of horizontal,
vertical, and
radial position emor ue plotted in Figure 7(a) for
GPS(SAI).
The results wc to bc compared with tic
pelfOrManCC
Spccificatio”s
for
the
Standard
positioning
Scrvicc (Sps)
[3]: ]00 m (2 drm~)
horizontally and 156 m (2 sigma) vertically.
Note
that 2 drms is mesnt to bc inte~rcted
as the 95%
point Of the cmor distribution [3, p. C-2]. As seen in

PositionEmor(mj

,
Figure 7.

Global position emor for GPS(SAI).

Grouping
these aimulatcd
measurements
by
PDOP,
and computing
the mean and standa,d
deviation of each group, provides us with a waY to
fill in the gaps in Figure b(c). Figure 7(b) presents
the complete picture of position emor smtistics for
values of PDOP rediable
with GPS. ~c validity of
these results
is established
by noting that they
agree
substantially
with
tbe empirical
~e~”Its
presented in Figure b(c) in ~cas of overlap, SmaII
sample in the latter notwithstanding.
A simple
rcscding of the x-mis in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) gives us
the compmablc rcstdts for SAO. The scale factor is
3.3/39, or 1/11.8, the ratio of effective range emors
for SAO and SA1. The effect of SA is now. CICW
The Position
estimate
with SA has 11.8 times
as much error on the average
as without
SA!

V. INTEGRATED

USE OF GPS and GLONASS

We examine next the issues related to $OW we
the
tw 0
combine
measurements
from
self.contained,
autonomous
systems to obtain. their
full, benefit.
Clemly, we need to take into account
. any differences in their reference systems for space
and time, and in data quality.
In this section, we
outline the essential
considerations
involved, and
the approaches
being proposed
to address these
issues.
●

Coordinate

Frames

,..
.
The precise definition of the coordinate frame
in which tbe satellite positions me specified is of
litdc interest to a typical user of OPS or GLONASS,
only that it be implemented
and used in a
(The fact that the WGS-84
consistent
way.
gcwentic
coordinate frame, as dcscrikd in the OPS
ICD [5] is not exactly the same as defined by the
Defense Mapping Agency [11], has probably gone
deservedly
unnoticed
by most
OPS
users. )
However,
if the measurements
from the. two
syswms uc to be combined, a cweful accounting of
this difference is required.
Our
initial
approach
is to assess
the
ObIain position coordinates
differences empirically:
for several, well-dispersed
points in both WOS-S4
and in SGS:85, and estimate a uansformatiots ad a
For now we only have
measure of its accuracy.
GLONASS
measurements
taken
at
Lincoln
Laboratory
(Bedford,
MA) and at Magnavox
(Tomance,
CA) at two sites whose Iocations in
WGS.84 me known accurately.
Measurement
from
additional
sites shall be manged.
Given the
Uansformation,
the position
estimation
in either
coordinate frame is saaightforwad.
.
,“

System

Times

The system time in GPS and GLONASS is
maintained by Control Segment of each using ve~
sbble cesium and hydrogen maser clocks [121. The
navigation message ?or ~ach SV in OPS c~es
the
parameters of a “quadratic conection
model for the
SV clwk, updated hourlfi the GLONASS clwk mdel
The navigation
is Iinem, and updated half-hourly.
message
also
carries
parameters
relating
the
UTC(USNO) for OPS, and
system time to UTC
~(SU)
for GLONASS.
Given a mix of pseudorange
measurements
from OPS and GLONASS, as a first cut, we may
consider
the navigation
problem
to entail five
components of the user position vector
unknowns:
(3), and receiver clock biases relative to the GPS
The Iast two
and OLONASS
system times (2).
variables may also bethought
of in terms of the
receiver clock bias relative to, say, the GPS system
time, and the time bias between the GPS and
GLONASS system times.
On any rcasOnable time
scale, the last vaiable now ia really a pmameter.
It
should, then, be possible to estimate this paameter
aa a part of receiver initialization
tnd calibration
prwesa, reducing the position estimation again tO a

four-variable
problem,
with
the
monitoring of this parameter value.
.

Navigation

and

Integrity

appro~rialc’

‘.

Monitoring

There
“are two
basic
considerations
in
designing
navigation
and integrity
monitoring
sfgorithms for O+G. Fust, in view of the stitd U.S.
policy on SA, measurements
from tho two systems
may not be of equal quality.
Secondly, the numkr
of measwemen~
avsilable can be lwge:
95% of the
time ten or. mdre satellites
from the combined
constellation
me in view, as seen in Figure 2(a).
The number of receiver chnmels
to be provided,
and their design (dedicated vs. sequential),
would
Our
depend
upon
a cost-benefit
analysis.
immediate concern, however, is with benefits only,
and we sidestep any economic considerations.
The position” accuracy
requirements
of en
route
and
terminal
area
navigation,
and
of
ttonprecision approach may be sttbstmtially
met by
GPS @igwe 7). or GLONASS, done.
Anticipating a
performance
from GLONASS comparable
to that
from GPS(SAO), a navigator may choose to rely on
G,LQNASS alone for position estimation.
Actually
the position
cstimalion
cannel be divorced
from
integrity
monitoring,
and from
tbe combined
consideration,
accuracy-integrity
there
is
a
cle~-at
case for weighted conuibutions
from GPS
and OLONASS.
A logical candidate
for such
weighting is the range cmor vtiance.
This would
downgrade
the measurements
of poor quality
ao
that their contribution
to position estimation
may
be reduced
without
undermining
their value in
.RAIM, m discussed below.
Tbe effectiveness
of RAIM ia tied to the
of redundant
number
satellite
measurement
available;
basically,
the more the better.
As
discussed in Section 11, neither GPS nor OLONASS
alone offers enough redundancy
in measurements
for a self-contined
integrity check.
Together, they
make RAIM practical.
Indeed, this constitutes
the
principal payoff from the integrated
use. So the
How best to usc the redundant
question
is:
measurements
of unequal quality to address
tbe
users’ concern about the quality of tbe position
estimate?
The schemes proposed for RAIM so fu appeu
to have fmus~
on tic ‘lean’ salcllite environment
of GPS alone [13].
A number of snapshot-based
dgoritbms
have ken proposed.
It is assumed that
at most one of the sateliitea may be faulty, md
transmitting
an out-of-tolerance
signal.
The
algorithm
is typically
structured
as a two-step
process:
first,
detecting
in the measurements
presence of a malfuncrio”i”g
sate[lite, ~d, if fOund,
identifying.
and removing
it from the solution.
Typically,
the algorithms
are tied to a nominal
model for tbe data, and an explicit model for the
anOMaly. If the measurements can all be stid to be
consistent
with the nominal
model, the position
estimate is said to be acceptable.
That, however,
dmsn’t reflect the’users’ needs.
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. Diagnosing
whether a particular,. satellite
is
providing
anomalous
measurements
(say,
an
unexpected
bias, or drift)
is of no particular
importance in itself.
This is specially true in a
satellite.rich situation of G+G where the number of
satellites visible is typically much larger than the
minimum needed for position estimation.
The point
is that a user tfoes nm really need all of the
satellites in view, and, therefore, does not need a
pass-fail
declaration
on each.
Instead,
what’s
needed is a way to select a subset of satellites,
which
gives
a position
estimate
consistent
with the user’s
need for accuracy
with high
confidence.
The focus thus shifti from detution
of a cause of a possible problcm to verification of
the
effect
interest
to the
of
main
user.
Development
of navigation
and RAIM algorithms
with this viewpoint is cummttly underway [14].

SUMMARY

,.

lntcgratd
use of GPS and GLONASS has the
potential
for
meeting
the
requirements
of
sole-means
civil air navigation.
A cooperative
proumn
between the U. S. and U. S. &R.
is ,,s
currently
underway
to explore
and resolve
the
issues related
to
such integrated
use, and to
establish
the navigation
performance
achievable.
An FAA.sponsored
program has been initiated at
MIT Lincoln Laboratory in suppmt of this effort.
A @ound-based
test bed consisting of GPS,
GLONASS
and integrated
GPS-GLONASS
(G+G)
reccivera
is
being
implemented
at
Lincoln LaboratoW
for extensive
data collection
cnd analysis.
Dam malysis resulls based on GPS
measurements
show that with nominal
selective
availability (i) tbe rmge e-or can be m@eled as
zero mean Gaussian with a standd
deviation of 39
m. (ii) tbe range emors among the satellites ae
uncomelated but the amocomelation
time is on the
order of hours, or more, (iii) in yicw of “$e long
comelation
times, any’ statements
on the svcrage
petiommce
without a measure of vtiahifity
are of
little value to a user.
Measurements we cumcntly
being
made with
an eight-channel
GLONASS
receiver, and data analysis k in progress.
The development
of a G+G mceivcr and of
algorithms for navigation
and integrity monitoring
are
underway.
The
issues
associated
with
integrated use of the two autonomous systems with
differences
in the system reference
times and in
the
geocentric
coordinate
frames
are
being
addressed.
The selected
algorithms
will
be
implementti
in a real-time system to be used in
airborne demmmtiations,
with G+G receiver driving
standard
pilot
displays,
and providing
system
analysis results
integrity check.
The performance
for development
of user
will
form
a basis
equipment
standards.
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